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DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!

AIDS: The battle continues on

By LANE GRACIANO
Staff Writer

It can happen to you. It is not something that much we've learned.

On June 5, 1981, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) reported the first case of an illness they called a "new cancer." It was acknowledged as an epidemic in October of that same year. Today, 10 years later, it has earned a deadly name: AIDS.

It took too many scientists to isolate the culprit that brings on the onset of AIDS. Identified in 1984, it is commonly referred to as HIV, the human immuno-deficiency virus. People infected with it may harbor it for years without showing any symptoms, and will go on to have AIDS, the disease.

Once infected with HIV, a person becomes extremely susceptible to life-threatening infections and/or rare forms of cancer--- and it is these illnesses, in turn, that kill AIDS patients. Today, an estimated one to 1.5 million people in the United States are HIV-positive.

In March 1985, the HIV antibody test, now the standard method of determining if a person is HIV-infected, was licensed. Also that spring, screening of blood and plasma for transfusion began, resulting in today's high improbability of contracting AIDS through transfusions. Condom use began to be tolerated as one of the most effective ways to prevent sexual transmission of the virus.

In July 1985, the world learned that AIDS had struck every populated continent on the planet. Today we know for certain that AIDS does not discriminate against race, gender, sexual preference or profession.

Six years after the discovery of AIDS, the first drug approved to fight HIV was marketed. Related and produced rapidly, AZT's cost was also a record—$2,000—making it the most expensive drug in history. This year, the drug DID was speedily launched on the market even while studies are continuing its effectiveness and toxicity. All the drugs retard the reproduction of HIV cells, thus prolonging the lives of AIDS patients. None of the drugs cure AIDS.

According to the National Commission on AIDS, as of Sept. 1, this year, reported AIDS cases numbered 167,800. More than 100,000 AIDS patients have died. The best weapon against this modern-day plague is education. October is AIDS Awareness Month, but everyone should be aware of the disease every day of the year—-it is the only way we can prevent AIDS from happening to AIDS does not deserve an 11th anniversary.

Wolves’ star shares experiences

By SHAR BRETON
Staff Writer

From teaching "special kids" to playing a role in an Academy Award winning film, this woman is sticking to her roots.

Doris Leader Charge, a Lakota Sioux Indian and actress in the movie Dances With Wolves, came to campus Wednesday to talk about her views on Native American discrimination and the history of the life she lived revolving around prejudice. The presentation was part of a lecture series for Cultural Diversity Week sponsored by ASU.

The presentation began with two Native American dances performed by student Lori Delcorre, a Cœur d'Alene Indian from Bloomer.

Native Americans from the Cœur d'Alene Tribe, including the vice-president, and Outward Bound participants joined students to hear Charge speak.

Charge is a college professor at South Dakota State University. She is an Instructor in the Peaceful Medicine Wheel and teaches Native American studies.

As an Idaho attorney general Larry Echowhawk, the first Native American in the United States history to hold a major state office, spoke about balancing the "quest for success with the need to retain cultural values," Monday evening in the SUB Ballroom.

Echowhawk credited his early family life with being a major influence on his future success. He said his parents worked hard to support a family of six. He learned the importance of hard work and generosity from his father's example, while his mother taught him the importance of an education.

She told him, "If you obtain an education it is something that no one can take away from you."

Accordingly, these words took hold, because all six Echowhawk children went to college. This was at a time when such achievement in higher education was uncommon for Native Americans. When Echowhawk's older brother began law school, there were only 12 other Native Americans with a law degree or attending law school. Three Echowhawks, including Larry, went on to earn law degrees. Echowhawk expressed his gratitude about living in a country which gave him and his family such opportunities.

Echowhawk's last name and his strong Native American heritage came from his grandfather, who was a member of the Pawnee tribe.

Echowhawk is the English interpretation of his great-grandfather's tribal name. The owl was the symbol of the silent warrior, and while his name became more widely known he never spoke of his accomplishments, they were echoed by the other members of the tribe.

He cited a day in 1963, when he was 15, as the time when his belief in the "Native American Dream" crystallized. That was the day Martin Luther King delivered "I have a dream" speech at the Lincoln memorial.

Photos see ECHO page 3+.
ENRICHMENT SCIENCE CLUB. Those interested meeting Wed., Nov. 11 at 7 p.m. WORK OPTIONS AND IMMIGRATION. This workshop is for international students. Those interested meet Monday, Nov. 11 at 3:30 in the Brink Hall Faculty Lounge. For more information call Career Services at 885-6121.

WHAT CAN I DO WITH A L&S DEGREE? This Career Development Workshop will be Wednesday, Nov. 11 at 3:30 p.m. in the Brink Hall Faculty Lounge.

HEALTH AND NUTRITION FAIR. The Health and Nutrition Fair for UI Students, Faculty and Staff will be Tuesday, Nov. 12 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the SUB. Sponsored by the Student Health Center and Employee Wellness Program the fair will feature free food samples, free health literature, free health testing, Vince and Larry, the seatbelt dummies and cholesterol screening. For more information call 885-6693.

LOTUS. ASUI productions coffee house presents this a cappella trio. The group will perform in the SUB Vandal Cafe at 6 p.m. The group sings everything from comical to tender, from folk ballads and children's songs to protest songs. Admission and coffee are free.

FOREIGN FILM "FRATERNITY". Part of the Cultural Diversity Week, this film explores the relationship between brothers. The film will be shown in the SUB Borah Theater and admission is free.

HEALTH & NUTRITION FAIR for UI Students, Faculty, and Staff
November 12, 1991
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
UI Student Building
SPONSORED BY STUDENT HEALTH CENTER & EMPLOYEE WELLNESS PROGRAM

Family Housing ready to upgrade

By KELLY TYMON Staff Writer

Within the next two years, the university hopes to build approximately one hundred new family housing units, if the plan is approved by Idaho's State Board of Education.

If approved, the first phase would begin in the fall. The university would upgrade the existing family housing units, including improving the water system, lighting and parking. Twelve new units would also be added at that time.

According to family housing president Debbie Reece, the water system improvements are needed especially after the recent problems with campus water.

"We're at the end of the line anyway, and when they chlorinated the water, it brought up all the sediment from the pipes. Our water had a dingy color to it," said Reece.

The second phase of the plan would be to build 96 more units in the 12-acre site between the existing family apartments and the business incubator on Taylor Avenue. Jim Bauer, director of Housing and Residence Life, said the cost of developing the site will be high because there are no utilities in the area.

The bond levy, if approved by the State Board, would allocate $9 million for the planned construction. However, it is unclear how many housing units would probably be funded by the $40 a month to cover costs, said Bauer.

Reece accepts the increase in rent, but hopes it can be worked out over a two-year period. "Rent increases in the past have been due in June. Hopefully, this one will be due in September when the students have financial aid," said Reece.

Family housing has been operating at 100 percent capacity for years, said Bauer, and there has been a steady increase in demand over the past few years. Reece said the trend for students with families to return to school is growing.

"The units are definitely needed," said Reece. "There is a three-year waiting list for three-bedroom apartments. Many families must live in a smaller apartment until a larger one is available.

The only drawback to the plan, said Reece, is having to construct site near small children.

I'm concerned about the building and construction. The day-care will need to be moved and isolated away from it (the site)," said Reece.
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"Drug and Alcohol Policies" published in the Student Handbook and Daily Planner, and also in the University Time Schedule. It is expected that any student who chooses to use alcohol will do so in a mature and responsible manner. If you find yourself or a friend in a problem situation, it is important to know your resources for assistance. If you are on campus, Residence Advisors, Area Coordinators, or Greek officers are always available. On campus or off, the Moscow Police Department can be contacted for help. Chief of Police David Cameron reports that the police are "interested in doing anything possible to help prevent an accident or a criminal occurrence." The Student Health Center and the Griotman Medical Center are available to help with alcohol-related accidents or medical problems, and the Student Counseling Center provides group as well as individual counseling.

It goes without saying that knowing your limits, and knowing what you want out of a situation, will help you to make better decisions. Decisions regarding alcohol or avoidance—decisions you can live with.
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his "I Have a Dream" speech. This strong combination of loyalties to both his country and his ethnic background was seen by some people as a major conflict in his candidacy for attorney general.

Echowah, on the other hand, saw this as an opportunity to use his education to serve other people. To "return something for what you've been given," as he put it.

He served as Chief General Counsel for nine years at Fort Hall, a time he called the "most fulfilling" in his life. He also put his degree to use for five years as county attorney before deciding to run for attorney general.

During his campaign to become the first United States Native American to hold a state office, Echowah said, "My ethnic background, I think became a factor." Echowah was dismayed that "even in 1991, we still see that kind of racial rhetoric."
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attended, she "wasn't too excited" about education.

We were supposed to forget our culture. We were supposed to forget our language," said Charge.

Charge then began to attend a parochial school called St. Mary's, which she liked more because she was allowed to sing hymns and Pray in Lakota.

"I was the best Episcopalian they ever had," she said, even though she was told her native religion was evil.

During her junior year, her aunt passed away and left Charge's cousin very lonely. She was reprimanded by a faculty member for consoling the cousin and, with 14 other girls, left the institution.

"If that's what school is all about, I don't want any part of it," she told her mother when she left St. Mary's. "Education to me was a punishment."

Charge began working for Custer State Hospital and realized the patients were "very special people" and decided she wanted to dedicate her time to teaching them.

Eventually, Charge attended college, received her master's degree in education, and began to teach in Rosebud. She felt as if she "had finally accomplished something."

Charge had changed many of her views on education after attending college. The college she now teaches at was named after the last chief of her tribe, Spotted Tail. He told the leaders of his tribe that "the white man's most powerful weapon is education."

Years later, Charge was approached by Hollywood producer Jim Wilson about translating a script in Lakota for him. She was reluctant at first because she didn't like the savage image Hollywood gave Native Americans. However, with the help of her cousin, she translated the script in 25 days.

Charge was then volunteered by the school to teach fluent Lakota to the cast of Dances With Wolves in three weeks.

The lessons lasted over 12 hours a day. "I burned them out, but they learned," she said. During the lessons, Charge was approached by the casting director to play the role of Pretty Shield, wife of Chief Tenders, in the film. She refused, but Kevin Costner wanted to know why, because a lot of casting was involved. Finally, the president of the school taught at told him that Costner had bought her contract from them and she was to be on the big screen.

Charge was happy with the film because she said it showed the Americans that "we really are people."

"We have a beautiful life until you people came over," she said, and remarked that Colunbus had "a big mistake."

"You people are all imports, this is my land," said Charge.
Elections more important than students think

Once again the ASUI elections are quickly approaching.

The candidates have started the speeches, hung posters, everywhere but your toilet seat, and made promises more than the Rev. Jimmy Swaggart.

Has all of this fallen upon deaf ears and ignorant eyes? Have students finally begun to realize that this election is more important than anyone will admit?

The verdict is still out on this dilemma, but things don’t look good. With six Senate seats open in this election and only seven people running, it seems that — on a student’s list of priorities — interest in student government falls somewhere between walking your dog and calling the landlord about your leaky roof.

The truth is shocking reality is that this election is important, not only to the candidates running, but also to the university as a whole.

It has been very clear during my stay at this university that students are satisfied with getting decent grades and having a fair time on the weekends — not necessarily in that order.

Wake up! If all those complainants are hearing around this campus are true, then people aren’t entirely happy with what is taking place at the UI.

What shall they do about it? A simple question with an even more simple answer.

Get out and vote.

But if you are going to vote, take the time to elect the candidates that will best represent you and your fellow students.

Those candidates aren’t always the people with the most posters or best credentials from this past year.

What it really comes down to is people who you can intelligently trust and respect with the responsibility that comes with the job.

It is always difficult, but try to cut through the campaign promises and crafty speeches. Dig deep enough to find real people that can represent this university.

The land-grant university

Universities in the United States are being challenged to be more relevant in a rapidly changing world. They are asked to do more with fewer resources, to be more responsive to society’s needs, and to contribute more and in different ways than in the past to economic and social development and change.

One of the challenges shared by U.S. universities and those in other countries is how to enhance the relevance of curricula and programs in an increasingly interdependent world. The process of incorporating global dimensions has been termed “internationalization.”

Who would want to be President?

Edmund Burke once wrote something along the lines of “All that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing.”

Obviously, Burke never studied presidential elections in the United States.

Barring any unforeseen health problems, George Bush looks like a safe bet to once more receive the Republican nomination for president. If Bush gets sick, we may be looking at Dan Quayle. Close your eyes and imagine.

A long line of Democratic challengers is already forming. Senators Tom Harkin of Iowa and Bob Kerrey of Nebraska have thrown their hats into the ring, as have Gov. Douglas Wilder of Virginia and former Massachusetts Sena- tor Paul Tsongas.

If given the opportunity, any Democrat in America would probably ask these men: “Why?”

Why spend millions of dollars and thousands of hours pursing a job that makes a person a sitting duck for every crappotastic assassin, journalist and comedian from Atlanta to Seattle?

Why travel to every small town in America, reciting the same speech about how the United States is doing so well, and about how banks will fail, sending investors running, into the streets where there will be much more weeping and gnashing of teeth?

In truth, the only weeping and gnashing of teeth will occur during the political conventions next summer, when one or even two Americans will experience temporary insanity and smash the family Magnavox with a golf club.

Maybe running for president in a middle-aged, clean-shaven male kind of thing to do. Some lives, it should hit you on their fifth birthday days and buy European sports cars. Others get the overpowering itch to live in the White House.

Interestingly, it is a statistically proven fact that nearly 100 percent of former presidents have been middle-aged guys, and no one has had any sign of facial hair since William Taft.

In fact, the last semi-hirsute person to win his party’s nomination for president was Dick Nixon and his five-o’clock shadow in 1968.

Because of his grooming indiscretion, Nixon lost a televised debate with John Kennedy and got stomped in the general election. After extensive electrolysis, he mounted a comeback and defeated Hubert Humphrey in 1968.

There is a lesson here. Somewhere.

In addition to being whisker- less, a successful presidential candidate must also develop a catchy motto. Teddy Roosevelt.
Look forward to becoming alumni

Editor; University of Idaho Homecoming 1991 "Recycle Your Spirit For Idaho" was truly that. We had alumni returning for five special reunions, plus many others who couldn't get recycled because of the wonderful attitude, participation and involvement with the active students on our campus. Former students always remember what is happening on campus.

The homecoming activities are a cooperative venture with many elements of our campus—athletic Department, ASUI, SArb, the Alumni Office, the Department of Music, and many other departments and people. We would like to particularly thank and congratulate the students who are so involved in making this such a wonderful event for the University of Idaho. Congratulations to Homecoming Queen Tami Ann and princesses Kelly Cup and Deanna Van Dyke. Thank you to Homecoming Committee members Carmen Bain, Heather Murray, Toni Nesler, Terry Hal- daman, Kris Yorgeren, Kimmy Perkins, Laura Fallin, and Sheila Crossley for everything you have done to make this a great homecoming. As homecoming chairman, Carmen Bain did a truly outstanding job.

Someday, current students will become former students, and the meaning of the University of Idaho and homecoming will become more clear as they return to the alma mater and celebrate with their friends the greatness of the university. We at the Alumni Office look forward to you as students becoming alumni.

Flip Kleiner

Error caused misunderstanding

Editor; An error was made at the end of Cecilia Thunes' article on the University Dance Theatre Homecoming Concert in the Friday, October 25 issue. The error was that (the concert) is free to students, and the article stated otherwise. This caused some reluctance and misunderstanding among ticket buyers.

Thunes most likely associated us with Theatre Arts productions in the Hartung. However Dance Theatre is not subsidized by ASUI as are the theater productions. It is totally self-supporting and depends upon ticket sales to cover the expenses of each production.

We are grateful for the in-kind support of the Hartung technical staff and the secretarial staff of the Division of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance which housed the Center for Dance and subsequently Dance Theatre. Without this help, our production budget would be several thousand dollars higher than it is.

We are aware that university students are usually on a limited budget and try to keep ticket prices as low as possible. We always offer an advance sale coupon which reduces a ticket by one dollar.

Students, please take advantage of this coupon and continue to be the enthusiastic, supportive audiences you have always been. The dancers are your peers and they want to have you there.

-Diane Walker

Thanksgiving is time for festivities

Editor; November is a special month! Fall and winter seem to converge. Also, it is the time when thoughts of Thanksgiving Day and the festive table start making pretty images in the mind as one images against the wind. The sound of crunching leaves makes us think of the turkey, steaming and golden, and the rich pumpkin pie.

Thanksgiving Day will be here before we know it, even though it is November 28th this year. Time flies! There are many students who will be unable to travel home for the Thanksgiving festivities because of distance, expense or job commitments. I want you to know that you can share in a cozy community gathering on Thanksgiving Day, at 12:30. It will be held at St. Mary's Family Center, 618 East Fire Street in Moscow. Plans are already in the works for turkey, ham, several varieties of pies and other home made foods, vegetables, etc. The dinner is free and it will be followed by a free door prize drawing at which several items will be given out to enhance and enhance the joy of the gathering. If there are any left-overs, these will be divided among the guests to take home.

This will be the ninth year that I've had a Thanksgiving Dinner for everyone wishing to come. It has been a real joy to have stu-

See you at the Health Fair

Look for our Booth!

Tues. Nov 12
9 am - 3 pm
SUB Ballroom & Lounges

University of Idaho

CLOVERDALE KITCHEN

EAT AT PIZZA PIPELINE

Our new Pizza cooking oven is the answer!

A 26" 2-topping pizza and 1-22oz. pop for only $18.00!

You Save $10.00!

This week only, add extra toppings for only $1.00!

Call 882-8808

Good Friday 

SALE 5.99

Sundays, Thursdays, 

FRIDAYS

11:00AM-2:00AM

$2.25

MENUS 

CARRY-OUT 

CASH 

NO CANCELLATIONS 

NO COUPONS 

CALL ANYTIME FOR OUR DAILY SPECIALS.

WILL GIVE YOU 

A GREAT DEAL ANY DAY OF THE WEEK.

Expires 11/9/91

FREEBIES FRIDAY

Buy a large 16 3-item pizza & a 14" desert pizza & 2-22oz. pops FREE OF CHARGE!!!!

Desert pizza choice Apple Cinnamon Crisp Cherry Walnut Crumb Chocolate Peanut Butter Delight

GOOD FRIDAY ONLY

YOU SAVE $6.50

882-8808 SOUTH 19 MAI

SUNDAY-SATURDAY 11:00AM-2:00AM

MONDAY-THURSDAY 11:00AM-2:00AM

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

If not completely satisfied with your order, let the manager know before leaving.

Pizza is a perishable food. We must comply with local city regulations and can not offer a money back guarantee for items left over.

SPECIALS

Save on our new menu items, made fresh daily.

THAI RICE

P.F. CHOW

CHICKEN BEEF LO MEIN

SHRIMP CHOW MEIN

CHEESE JAPANESE RICE

SUN-DAY SPECIAL

THAI RICE

CHICKEN BEEF LO MEIN

SHRIMP CHOW MEIN

CHEESE JAPANESE RICE

RICE BOWLS

THAI RICE

CHICKEN BEEF LO MEIN

SHRIMP CHOW MEIN

CHEESE JAPANESE RICE

RICE BOWLS

THAI RICE

CHICKEN BEEF LO MEIN

SHRIMP CHOW MEIN

CHEESE JAPANESE RICE

RICE BOWLS

THAI RICE

CHICKEN BEEF LO MEIN

SHRIMP CHOW MEIN

CHEESE JAPANESE RICE

RICE BOWLS
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dents from all over the USA and
the world as guests at various
times. Everyone is welcome.
International students and stu-
dents with small children are
especially welcome. We do need
to have a general idea of about
how many people will be com-
ing, so an RSVP would be greatly
appreciated. It will give me an
idea about how much food to
purchase. Call 882-8124 or
882-4513, if you would like to
attend the celebration with us.
Thanksgiving Day is a time
when one should not be alone,
but dining and laughing with
other people. We would be so
happy to have you as our guest!
-Cassie E. Tartou'e

>LAND from page 4
U.S. and much of its population
perceived itself as largely self-
sufficient. While this perception
was somewhat exaggerated at the
time, it is virtually impossible to
hold this illusion today. The
food we eat, the clothes we wear,
the technology and services we
use daily, the jobs we do, the val-
ues we embrace, even the very air
we breathe are products of an
intricate web of global relation-
ships. Science must continue to
analyze the elements of our world,
but we must also learn to
better synthesize these compo-
nents to develop solutions to
shared global and societal
problems.

The land-grant system has
always reached throughout
the land to contribute to the econo-
ic and social well-being of U.S.
citizens. The system must now
reach more vigorously beyond
our national borders to develop,
access and share a broader set of
ideas, technologies and services.
Internationalism must not be
viewed as a desired end-point.
Instead, it should be seen as a
process which raises questions,
facilitates dialogue and, most
importantly, allows our nation to
contribute to improving the lives
of people around the world. Such
international dimensions, coupled
with other improve-
ments, will make the global land-
grant university the paradigm of
education for the future.

>PI KAPPA ALPHA
Congratulations it's
new officers
President- Bob Everett
1 UP- Bill Harris
2 UP- Kevin Smith
Treasurer- Chad Gulstrom

And thanks to the outgoing
officers for a succesful year!
President- Shane Goff
1 UP- Corey Johnson
2 UP- Mark Jones
Treasurer- Bob Everett
Secretary- Shaq Letch

ASUI Productions Coffeehouse Presents:

LOT US

TONIGHT, NOVEMBER 8, 1991
SUB VANDAL CAFE
8:00 P.M.
FREE ADMISSION AND COFFEE

30% OFF ALL
FORMABLE
FOAM BOARD

University of Idaho
BOOKSTORE
Limited to stock on hand
Vandals ready for final playoff run

By SEY HONESS
Staff Writer

Tom Hilbert's Lady Vandals enter this weekend to lay the leash back on Montana Grizzlies tonight allowed by the Montana State Bobcats Saturday. The Vandals have painted themselves into a corner and use win their remaining league games to ensure attendance at next season's game.

Depending on how Boise State sits in their final matches and how finishes ahead of who between Eastern Washington from the University of Nevada, still has a good chance to take care of their end of season. The University of Montana has missed Big Sky play this year, but it will be everywhere but stout as usual, Hilbert feels they by far the most balanced team the league with possibility of the sit atter in the nation in Anne wernoe.

"They simply don't give you anything," Hilbert said. "They're solid in every position." According to Hilbert, Montana's style of play is intense, focused, and everything they send back over the net is in the form of an attack. Hilbert is concerned with Montana's offensive prowess, but the name of the game is defense. "They (Montana) hurt us last time with high middle sets and we're gonna have to find a way to defend that."

Montana State has a much less formidable foe for the Vandals. If Idaho executes like they can, there should be no contest. "They're a very competitive team and they're always fired up to play Idaho," Hilbert said. "We'll have to play solid, keep errors to a minimum, hit well, and we'll beat Montana State."
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Are you interested in...

*Outdoor rentals
*Intramurals
*Kibbie Dome
*Swim Center

Weight Rooms
Gyms
Tennis courts
Outdoor programs

The ASUI Rec Advisory Board deals with these and other similar topics. If you would like to be on this board or have questions or concerns please contact ASUI office 885-6331.

GATE'S AND "LAWS" PICKS

This Week

GATE
Last Week - 7-18 87%
Season - 58-30 65%
THE VANDALS - 48
NAU - 31
Montana - 22
Mississippi St - 20

LAWS
Las Vegas - 14
Idaho State - 23
Boise State - 41
Montana State - 17
Florida - 33
Georgia - 24
Alabama - 17
LSU - 10
Washington - 35
USC - 21
Notre Dame - 24
Tennessee - 23

UCLA - 31
Stanford - 24

GATE vs. NAU: 11:30 am (PAC-10)
GATE vs. Montana: 6:30 pm (PAC-10)
GATE vs. LSU: 7:30 pm (PAC-10)
GATE vs. USC: 7:30 pm (PAC-10)
GATE vs. Stanford: 7:30 pm (PAC-10)

"The Gate" needs your votes. Visit Gate's and "Laws" to cast your ballot. Also vote online at gatelaws.com.
*RUNNING — The Palouse Turkey Run is set for Saturday, Nov. 9, beginning at 9 a.m. If you forgot to do your registration you can still sign up before the race.

* HOOPS — The second day of three-on-three basketball is Saturday, Nov. 9, beginning at noon. All winners will find out if they advance to the playoffs, which begin Saturday November 17.

* BADMINTON — The UI Badminton Tournament is today at the large gym beginning at 5:30 p.m. Anyone interested show up a few minutes early to register. There will be both doubles and singles play.

* WRESTLING — The weight-ins for the wrestling are Monday, Nov. 18, from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at Memorial Gym Locker room. Matches begin Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 6:00 p.m. at the PEB large gym.

* RECREATION HOURS — Memorial Gym weight room — Saturday/Sunday, Nov. 23/24, noon-5 p.m.; Monday/Thursday, Nov. 25/26, 6-8 a.m. 11 a.m.-1 p.m.; Wednesday, Nov. 27, 6-8 a.m. 11 a.m.-1 p.m.; Thursday/Friday, Nov. 28/29...

* PRO HOOPS — Magic Johnson, guard for the Los Angeles Lakers, retired Thursday afternoon for testing positive for the HIV virus.

The 6-foo 9, 225-pounder was 12-time all-star, won the NBA Championship five times and the "A-lternate " was MVP three times.
Part VI: Little Things

If a couple of mechanical engineers, the boys can work on things and dump sometimes. For instance, some of the objects and appliances in our house seem to be completely foreign to them. They either don't know the intended use of these things, or they purposely ignore it. But I'm sure they wouldn't do that.

One thing Jake, in particular, seems to have trouble with is the towel rack. He just can't seem to get the hang of it. I know that he is aware of the reasons behind its use, but he's waving sticky towels in his face many times but in actuality, seems to have little difficulty. I know he cries, though, because often happen upon wet towels in little hands on the floor underneath the towel rack.

Denny seems to know how to control the thing just fine, but he has a little trouble working the tight switch. Not that he can't turn them on; he does that pretty well. He goes to the farther switch that he has trouble with, even with the help of gravity.

Both boys have little knowledge of the purpose of the toothpaste cap. They probably think that toothpaste caps were put on earth to annoy me. They probably think I'm not going to use it until they wave it in my face. They probably think I'm not going to use it until they wave it in my face. They probably think the only thing I'm going to do with the cap is throw it away.

There are other appliances that the boys can work extraordinarily well. For example, they are experts at turning up the heat on the stove. They can turn on the microwave when they want to heat their food, or to melt cheese over nachos or pop popcorn or something. However, they can't seem to figure out how to use a dial to control the stove. And after a few months, the oven won't work at all.

I think this ignorance of some of the things might be catching. Lately I've been having trouble remembering how to make chocolate chip cookies. Just a little warning, guys...
Dear Karin and Kim,

I am in need of some most great advice at this time. I am very interested in having a friendship with this female whom I met under odd circumstances a few weeks ago. I never tried to have a personal relationship with anyone. I was scared to death of getting hurt for a few personal reasons. Anyway, once I came to Moscow, I decided to try. The woman I met will be referred to as Bertha. Bertha, who is very independent and likes being single, told me her view of relationships soon after I met her.

Things between me and Bertha, I thought, were going quite well when suddenly she told me that she does not want a boyfriend right now. I was not happy at the time, but I understood why she felt this way. I was too pushy in trying to start a close relationship.

Now, I think that being friends with her would be quite good, however, Bertha does not seem to have any interest in me. She was too pushy to begin with, she does not want to speak with me. She told me that she would call when she had time. I do not know if she will call, but knowing her personality, I believe she will.

I like to talk with her and to be with her. I cannot call her because, in her opinion, that would be considered pushy. This semester, I tried starting relationships with many females, but none as serious as Bertha. Again, I was too pushy and now only speak with a few of them. I find it truly disturbing that I was looking too hard, perhaps to the point of desperation. I am not desperate for a sexual relationship, but a personal one.

Thinking about Bertha shows me away. She does not know how I feel now, and I do not know how to tell her. Sincerely,

The Ultimate Lover

P.S. I would be most gracious if either one of you could shed light on the situation at hand and straighten my ways. Without your help, I shall be destroyed emotionally forever. Please help out in any way possible.

Karin, You are confused, but you've come to the right place for advice.

Karin: Come out of your deep, ponderous thought and act on your current situation. So, you were too pushy! You had no idea that Bertha was fright, so don't do that to yourself.

Karin: Some girls like pushy, others don't. You'll find the right person for you by the way they react to your advances. You find someone cold like Bertha again, be even more pushy and push her right out the door. Someone like you doesn't need that kind of advice.

Karin: There are other fish in the sea, throw Bertha back. If it was a true friend, she would have dealt with the situation with more understanding. In time you and Bertha can straighten this out. A Spilled Flip Church remember what Phil Collins' mom said, "You can't hurry love." Cupid's arrow will find you someday.

Karin: Bertha, if you're reading this, give the guy a break, he's obviously heartbroken and vented his anger by watching too many Bill and Ted movies.

Good luck on your hunt. Sorry we cut your letter short.

Dear Kim and Karin,

I have a compulsion behavior that I'm finding to be more and more annoying to deal with every day. The problem started when I grew out size 6x and could no longer wear Garanimals. I was forced, virtually overnight, to wear clothes that I had to match myself and that complimented my figure.

I have a real flair for fashion and will wear nothing but brand names. I have a wardrobe that makes Isabel Mar- cos look like a peasant. What's my problem you ask? I still have trouble finding something to wear to every morning. I'm indiscriminate and when I can't find something I want to wear, I throw a screaming tantrum throwing my clothes everywhere.

Kim: While you're at it, find yourself a psychoanalyst. To learn the true value of the clothes you have, try wearing a scratchy burlap sack for a week. That ought to solve any wardrobe woes you may have.

By the way, you wouldn't happen to be the person who drives the red car with the "Shopping Pig" license plate? I hope so, if you are a sick, sick girl.

If you see me walking around campus in a burlap sack, we'll be sure to warn.

Love,

Karin and Kim

-------

SUPER SAVER

6" Roast Beef, bag of chips and a medium drink. $4.19 + tax

SUBWAY

933-3841
307 W. 3rd
Moscow

332-5906
460 E. Main
Pullman

OUT ON A Limb with Karin and Kim

By Advice
Karen Mason and Kim Bledsoe

Monday Night Football with Kevin Karn on Our Bit Screen T.V.

- FEATURING -
* Football Bingo & Boardgame
* Time Prize Giveaway
* Stadium Prized Chillidos

USE COUPON DURING 2ND QUARTER FOR A FREE DRAFT
(LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER)

FALL SALE thru Nov. 26th
Glass or plastic lenses and frames from selected groups
Single Vision frame & lenses $70.50
Bifocal lenses and frame $85.50
Trifocal lenses and frame $103.50
some limitations apply

Contact Lenses
Ultra Flex ox.6 Ultra Flex (8 pairs) $69.50/pair
30 day FREE follow up and guaranteed fit
After 70 days $15 per visit. Guaranteed fit means if you cannot wear lenses it is free. Not valid with other discount. Does not include loss of or damage to lenses. No other discounts apply. Does not apply to purchase of glasses.
Valid till 11/30/91

Family Vision Centers, Inc.
P.S. 800 6th street
Clarkston, Wa. (509)758-3788

SUPER SAVER